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BEHIND
THE
CURTAIN
ROBEN FARZAD’S HOTEL
SCARFACE BRINGS THE
UNDERBELLY OF MIAMI’S
CRIME-RIDDEN HISTORY TO
THE FOREFRONT AS ONE OF
MANY TALES AT THE 2017
MIAMI BOOK FAIR.

Clockwise from left:
Mutiny “Freebase”
jumpers; The 4th
Dimension at the
Hotel Mutiny; Hotel
Scarface book cover.
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“We were a Sun Belt town and
we became Casablanca,”
marvels Roben Farzad at
Miami’s turn-of-the-’80s
transformation. It’s a dark
history he mines to an appropriately cinematic effect in his
new book, Hotel Scarface, a
chronicle of that era as seen
through the prism of Coconut
Grove’s Mutiny at Sailboat
Bay—a hotel and nightclub that
was the party spot of choice for
the period’s “cocaine cowboys.” Farzad, a Miami native
and longtime financial journalist now hosting National Public
Radio’s Full Disclosure,
delivers plenty of colorful
details—from the undercover
police officer in the back of a
van staked out across from the
Mutiny, stripped to his underwear to cope with the stifling
heat inside his vehicle with its
engine off, to fact mirroring
fiction once 1983’s Scarface hit
local movie theaters. (“Every
doper in Miami thought
Scarface was based on them,”
quips one well-known dealer to
Farzad.) But the true strength
of Farzad’s book is its willingness to place even the most
sordid events into context.
“I can’t believe how ridiculously profitable this
commodity was,” Farzad says
of cocaine’s city-shaping
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power. “To take something that’s worth
$500 to $3,000 and turn it into $80,000 after
you’ve cut it with baby milk—it was outlandish! And that’s just one kilo! Mix that with
sex and violence and your ID takes over. So
part of me had to be a cold-eyed reporter
talking about the economics, the money
laundering, which is still one of the main
industries in Miami,” he continues. Yet he
also had to keep in mind that “these are not
inherently psychotic people. It’s like
Sméagol and the ring in Lord of the Rings.”
The cocaine culture, just like that tale’s
soul-corrupting band, “intoxicates you.”
Flash forward to the present and the
career trajectories of so many of South
Florida’s shadiest characters are no less
jarring. “I couldn’t believe that so many
nefarious hitmen and feared kingpins would
reabsorb into a mundane Miami,” Farzad
says. The drug traffickers of decades past
have “now been sublimated into other
misdeeds like healthcare fraud. But I guess
that’s what Miami is about: You meet
dangerous people in mundane situations. It
always feels like there’s something nonkosher just under the surface.”
Roben Farzad is a featured author at the
2017 Miami Book Fair International,
Nov. 12-19 at Miami-Dade College’s
downtown campus. miamibookfair.com
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DON’T MISS!
Spend some time at the
annual Miami Book Fair and
you could be forgiven for
thinking that this city is the
literary capital of America.
It’s not just the crowds—the
largest of any book fair in
the country. It’s also the
lineup, a who’s who of
heavyweight fiction scribes,
crackerjack historians and
tomorrow’s lit stars in the
making. This year’s slate
doesn’t disappoint, from
punk singer-turned-moving
memoirist Patti Smith to
Pulitzer-winning novelist
Jennifer Egan. But there’s
also a slew of locally focused
talent: Tim Miller has long

been one of our finest
Cubanologists, helping to
decipher the island’s
often-surreal politics for
native and visitor alike, and
his newest book, Cuba, Hot
& Cold, further cements that
role; John Capouya mixes a
scholar’s approach with a
fan’s passion in his Florida
Soul: From Ray Charles to KC
and the Sunshine Band; and
photographer Barry Fellman
serves up Hurricane, a
collection of his images
capturing the unsettling
wreckage at Tamiami Airport
after 1992’s Hurricane
Andrew tossed planes
around like toys.
—Brett Sokol

“IT ALWAYS FEELS LIKE
THERE’S SOMETHING
NON-KOSHER JUST
UNDER THE SURFACE.”
—ROBEN FARZAD
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Clockwise from left: Owen
Band’s party invitation;
Murder victim in trunk, Miami,
1981; The cops posing with
their haul from the 1978 bust
of Rudy Redbeard and
Carlene Quesada; Kingpin
Nelson Aguilar with Rick
James, 1983.

